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Our Evolution



Our Mission

The 
Business

Accounting 
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Advisory

Commercial 
Banking

Digital & 
Data 
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General 
Commercial 
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Wealth

Private 
Wealth
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Insurance 
Solutions
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Trusted Adviser Trusted Adviser



The 
Three 

Pillars 
of 

Private 
Wealth

Investment 
Management 

via MDA

Wealth Protection & 
Estate Planning 

Strategic 
Wealth Advice

Strategic 
Wealth 
Advice

Wealth Dashboard 
& Online Client 

Portal

Vision / 
Family Goals 

& Values
Cashflow 
forecast, 

analysis & 
monitoring

Strategic 
Financial 
Advice

Financial 
Modelling

Annual 
Strategic 
Review



Estate Planning
The right assets, to the right people, 

at the right time. We project 
manage the intricacies of your Will 
and Business Succession plan to 

make the complex feel simple.

Investment Advice
Collaborate on an investment 

strategy that marries your financial 
goals with your risk appetite. We are 

self licensed and not beholden to 
anyone but our clients

Life Insurance
You can’t insure for the emotional 

impact of an unexpected life 
event, but you can buy financial 
peace of mind for your business 

and family.

Goals Based 
Financial Planning
The essence of what financial 

advice was meant to be. Strategic 
guidance and a financial 

roadmap, linked to your goals.

Superannuation
In house expertise in all 

aspects of superannuation 
ensures we proactively 

leverage its tax efficient 
superpowers.

Cashflow
We can help you formulate a 
cashflow strategy linked to 

your strategic plan, and help 
you track your progress via 

smart technology.

Traditional vs. 
Differentiators
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Our Discovery Phase process is focused on your…
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At the heart of what we do are your family goals

Refer 
Goals 
Table
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Cashflow is at the heart of running both a good business 
and a well structure wealth management plan

EXAMPLE



Cashflow – regular reporting & linkage to plan

Refer 
Cashtrak

Report
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Cashflow – higher level family cashflow for decision making 
EXAMPLE
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Strategic Financial Advice – Modelling 
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Strategic Financial Advice – Modelling 
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Strategic Report Action Plan 
– Plan A

Accountability for you and us…
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Strategic Wealth Dashboard – long & short term reporting focus
EXAMPLE
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Variance Calculations – breaking down the macro to the micro 
EXAMPLE
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Investment 
Advisory
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The BlueRock Investment Committee & ProcessThe BlueRock Investment Committee & Process

Review & 
Governance

Portfolio 
Construction

Investment 
Due Diligence

Investment 
Type 

(Funds, ETF, 
LIC, Direct)

Risks &
Opportunities

Asset
Allocation

Global Macro 
& Investment 

Cycle

Craig Ferguson

Managing Director
Antipodean Capital

Adam Morse CFP®

Managing Director
BlueRock Private Wealth

Jesse Imer

Fixed Income Specialist
Mason Stevens

Gareth de Maid

Investment Director
BlueRock Private Wealth



Risk Profiling

Setting the right Risk Profile and therefore the 
mix of growth assets (such as shares and 
property), and defensive assets (such as cash, 
fixed income and gold) in your portfolio is a 
critical starting point to ensuring you have a 
portfolio which you will feel comfortable with 
should the climate turn volatile.

Your investment timeframe, capacity to deal 

physiologically and financially with short term 
losses and your investment experience are all 
important aspects we will discuss with you 
when determining the right strategy for you.

The numbers on the right are research based 
‘targets’. The BlueRock Investment Committee 

actively moves above and below these long 
term targets based on the global macro 
economic landscape.



Dynamix Asset Allocation

Australian Shares Global Shares Infrastructure Alternatives

Listed Property Fixed Income / Bonds Cash USD   vs  AUD

Asset Allocation (that is, selecting what type of assets, see below examples, to include in an investment portfolio), is the main driver 
of risk and return when investing. Within reason, it is actually more important than the underlying investments. Green represents a 
positive or ‘overweight’ position we currently have for each asset class, orange/red is negative or ‘underweight’, and yellow neutral.



Dynamic Index Wholesale Active Global Opportunities Impact / ESG Bespoke

Management
Discretionary Mandate via 

BlueRock Investment Committee
Client Approved

Asset Allocation Dynamic (+/- 20%) Dynamic (+/- 20%) Unconstrained Strategic Bespoke

Asset Classes Limited by ETFs All All All All

Minimum Investment $10,000 $400,000 $200,000
$25,000 retail

$100,000 wholesale
$500,000

Investment Exposure ETF
Funds, ETF, LIC, SMA, 

Direct
Funds, ETF, LIC, SMA, 

Direct
Funds, ETF, LIC, SMA, 

Direct
Funds, ETF, LIC, SMA, 

Direct

Portfolio Management Fee 0.44% p/a 0.88% p/a 0.88% p/a 0.66% - 0.88% p/a 0.66% - 1.10% p/a

Total Portfolio Cost 0.8% – 1.0% p/a 1.5% – 2.0% 1.5% – 2.5% 1.5% – 2.0% Variable

Risk Profiles
Balanced, Growth, High 

Growth
Balanced, Growth, 

High Growth
High Growth + Growth Bespoke

Simplicity ✓   ✓ ✓

Transparency of investment holdings  ✓ ✓  Variable

Number of holdings (approx.) 10 100 30 15 Bespoke

Retail Investors ✓   ✓ ✓

Wholesale (Sophisticated Investors) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Liquidity (access to all capital) < 5 days < 1 month < 3 months < 6 months Variable

Client direction of portfolios     ✓

BlueRock Financial Product?     
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Holistic Risk 
Management



Life Insurance
The Life Insurance policy itself 
should be the final outcome in 

exploring a range of 
considerations when decided what 
is appropriate for you, your family 

and your business

Estate Planning
The right assets, to the right 

people, at the right time. Estate 
Planning is an integral asset 

protection strategy that has inter-
generational implications and 

benefits

Superannuation
A common mistake is to forget the 

role superannuation has to play 
when managing risk and 

succession planning. Simple 
mistakes can have far reaching 

implications.

Structuring
Getting your structure right is a 
critical starting point to setting 

the foundation right for your 
business and family’s asset 
protection and succession 

planning.

General Insurance
Don’t leave home without it. Public 
Liability, Professional Indemnity, 
Property & Equipment, the list is 

extensive, but so is our knowledge. 
Policies left unreviewed with 

laxidazy relationships can cost you 
money and leave you exposed.

Legal Agreements
Shareholder & Employment 

Agreements, Property Leases, 
Business Sale Contracts are just 

some of the usual suspects which 
if not drafted whilst fully 

considering your personal & 
business circumstances can have 

major implications.

‘Plan B’

BlueRock 
Risk Analysis 
Framework



Business Structure
❑ Asset Protection
❑ Tax Efficiency
❑ Business Protection
❑ Director Liability

Legal Documentation
❑ Shareholders 

Agreements
❑ Property Leases
❑ Intellectual Property
❑ Employees

General Insurance
❑ Market leading 

quality and price
❑ Professional 

Indemnity & public 
Liability

Life Insurance
❑ Needs Analysis
❑ Super vs Non Super
❑ Level vs Stepped
❑ Strong relationships
❑ Quality cover

Estate Planning
❑ Testamentary Trusts
❑ Guardians for 

Children
❑ Protection of home
❑ Tax Sheltered

Superannuation
❑ Binding Death Benefit 

Nominations
❑ Trustee Structure
❑ Compliance Status

BlueRock Risk Analysis Framework



Estate 
Planning: 

Our
Client 

Process



Estate 
Planning

Flow Chart 
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Engagement / 
Service Offering 

Summary



Advice Process
1. Discovery Phase

• Initial discussions uncovering goals, financial situation and key focus 
areas 

• 1-2 meetings as we discuss, analyse & identify areas for further 
discussion

• Engagement Letter for further advice presented at conclusion

2. Plan Build 
• Deep dive into advice areas to formulate strategy

• 2-4 meetings as we review, build & advise

• Implementation of advice covered under initial advice fee

• Chargeable work likely to exceed this however we generally work on 
fixed fees and we invest more time give long term relationship focus. 
Can bill monthly for time committed if preferred

3. Ongoing Wealth Management Program
• Commonly between 1-4 meetings per year (depending on scope)

• Continually discussing changes in circumstances / strategies

• Ongoing advice in relation to agreed upon scope

• Liaise with other advisers & internal resources as required
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Advice Offerings

Financial Fundamentals  Strategic Advice 
Comprehensive Lifetime 

Strategy

Initial Programs

Personal Investment Advice including super ✓ ✓ ✓

Personal Insurance Advice ✓ ✓ ✓

Personal Retirement Advice 
✓

Limited 
✓ ✓

Cashflow Advice  ✓ ✓

Personal financial modelling  20-year strategy Lifetime strategy 

Multiple strategy formulation  ✓ ✓

Debt analysis and property strategies   ✓ ✓

Clarity on long term financial position 
✓

Limited 
✓

Different structures (Trusts, Companies, SMSF) 
✓

Limited 
✓

Estimated Fees upfront fees $3,000 - $6,000 $6,000 - $9,000 $9,000 - Above

Ongoing Programs

Ongoing Review of Investments & Insurances ✓ ✓ ✓

Online cashflow expenditure tracking & reporting
✓

DIY 
✓

Limited 
✓

Tax Planning 
✓

Optional 
✓

Optional 

Recalibration of Financial Modelling  ✓ ✓

Variance Calculations   ✓

Strategic Wealth Dashboard   ✓

Frequency of ongoing meetings Annual Six Monthly Minimum 4 critical touch points

Estimated Fees ongoing fees $3,000 - $6,000 $6,000 - $9,000 $9,000 – Above 



Estate Planning Offering

Engagement
Basic

$1,200 - $2,200 
Comprehensive
$4,400 - $8,800

Complex Bespoke
$10,000 – $30,000+

Executors ✓ ✓ ✓

Specified Beneficiaries ✓ ✓ ✓

Specific Gifts ✓ ✓ ✓

Default Provisions ✓ ✓ ✓

Guardian of Children ✓ ✓ ✓

Powers of Attorney ✓ ✓ ✓

Testamentary Trusts  ✓ ✓

Superannuation Strategy (incl Superannuation Proceeds Trust)  ✓ ✓

Protecting the Principal Residence via Right To Occupy  ✓ ✓

Life Insurance Review  ✓ ✓

Group Structure Review (Including Recommendations for 
Amendments to Improve Succession Mechanisms)

 ✓ ✓

Tailored Estate Planning Brief incl Key Components of Estate Plan, 
Succession Flow Charts & Strategy Summary

  ✓

Drafting of Bespoke Succession Documents for Client’s 
Circumstances such as Deed Amendments, Successor Appointor 
Provisions, Shareholders Agreements etc

  ✓
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Philanthropy
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• Registered Charitable Foundation – Public Ancillary Fund (PuAF)

• Tax Deductible Contributions made by BlueRock Community (business, staff, 
clients, fund raisers) into main fund & client’s into their own (named) sub-fund

• Main fund and each sub fund has its own documented ‘Giving Strategy’

• Tax free earnings

• Must distribute 4% of fund balance each year to chosen strategies

• BlueRock Private Wealth manages investment pool (low cost ethical bias ETF 
portfolio) with a ‘Balanced’ Asset Allocation strategy

• BR oversees management of PuAF on behalf of business & clients via Trustee 
Board

BlueRock Foundation
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The BlueRock Foundation
‘Public Ancillary Fund’

Donors:
BlueRock Profit
Staff
Clients
Friends/Family
Fundraisers

BlueRock Foundation Trustees
Lisa Marshall

Dave Lewis
Jo Stanlake

Marco Saccotelli
Tabitha Lovett
Adam Morse

BlueRock 
Charitable 
Taskforce

Client 
Sub 

Fund 

Client 
Sub 

Fund 

Client 
Sub 

Fund 

Client 
Sub 

Fund 

Main
Fund

BlueRock
Chosen 

Charities

Client Sub Funds
1. Ability to establish sub account in own name
2. Ability to define giving strategy – distribute 4% p/a
3. BlueRock can add value via – provision of structure 

(admin, governance, audit), assistance with ‘giving 
strategy’ via philanthropic expert, provision of low 
cost investment strategy with acceptable risk

4. Can easily transition into Private Ancillary Fund in 
future if desired

Governance
Administration
Audit

Determine giving strategy
Engage Charities
Education for clients
Run fundraising activities

Distribute 4% p/a

etc…



Private Wealth

email: brpw@thebluerock.com.au


